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**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200120**

r22 - 2020-01-21 - 15:28  GiuseppeLoPresti

Week of 200120 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**DataQualityChecks**

r10 - 2020-01-21 - 15:26  OlgaKodolova

OlgaKodolova 2019 10 11 Normalization factors (conversion SI100 to HS06) 2019 Accounting 2019 All Grid Only October Problematic sites...

**WebStatistics**

r2894 - 2020-01-21 - 00:58  TWikiAdminUser

Jan 2006 28339 912 105 2584 WebRss 2027 LCGServiceChallenges 940 LCG 2 7 0 639 ScFourServiceTechnicalFactors 469 ScFourServiceDefinition...

**ScodRota**

r583 - 2020-01-20 - 14:00  KateDziedziniewicz

Quick Links Calendar T1s VOs and Services Experiments Services Network Incidents Minutes WLCG Service Coordinator on Duty Rota Mandate The...

**CRICDataValidationInstruction**

r6 - 2020-01-17 - 15:33  JuliaAndreeva

Instructions for validation monthly accounting data via CRIC UI In order to improve the data quality of the accounting data, site support teams are requested to check...

**WLCGSquidRegistration**

r22 - 2020-01-16 - 17:01  DaveDykstra

Instructions for registering Squid services on the WLCG Contents of this page: Purpose Squid registrations are primarily used for identifying squids to be monitored...

**WlcgIpv6**

r155 - 2020-01-16 - 14:59  AndreaSciaba

IPv6 Task Force Mandate and goals The imminent exhaustion of the IPv4 address space will eventually require to migrate the WLCG services to an IPv6 infrastructure...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200330**

NEW - 2020-01-15 - 13:04  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200330 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200323**

NEW - 2020-01-15 - 13:04  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200323 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200316**

NEW - 2020-01-15 - 13:03  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200316 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200309**

50 Recent Changes in LCG Web retrieved at 15:33 (GMT)
Week of 200309 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200302**

NEW - 2020-01-15 - 13:03  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200302 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOperationsMeetings**

r550 - 2020-01-15 - 12:59  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Meetings The SCOD rota for the next few weeks is at ScodRota. WLCG Operations Minutes (one file per week) WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200330 WLCGOpsMeetingWeek...

**WLCGDailyMeetingsArchive**

r149 - 2020-01-15 - 12:58  MaartenLitmaath

Archive of minutes from WLCG operations meetings 2020 2019 WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191216 WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191209 WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191202 WLCGOpsMeetingWeek...

**SCODRotaArchive**

r94 - 2020-01-15 - 12:54  MaartenLitmaath

Archive of WLCG SCOD rota 2020 2019 Week Beginning SCOD Comments 07 Jan 2019 Kate Makes the Jan 15 MB report 14 Jan 2019 Kate...

**DPMupgrade**

r152 - 2020-01-15 - 06:25  FeyzaEryol1

DPM upgrade task force Introduction WLCG is currently lacking a complete description of the storage services required for any kind of the LHC computing activities...

**QoS**

r16 - 2020-01-14 - 15:26  OliverKeeble

QoS The WG Given the expected flat budget for High Lumi / RUN 4, the group will explore mechanisms for cost savings through promoting a diversity in the options...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200113**

r17 - 2020-01-13 - 15:47  KateDziedziniewicz

Week of 200113 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**ThirdPartyCopy**

r186 - 2020-01-13 - 13:42  AdrienGeorgetExternal

ThirdPartyCopy Introduction The third party copy sub group of the DOMA working group is dedicated to improving bulk transfers between WLCG sites. Currently...

**QoSWhitePaper**

r6 - 2020-01-12 - 14:41  PaulMillar1

The QoS White Paper The Working Group has published a white paper describing QoS and its potential within WLCG. The document is intended to frame and to stimulate...

**WLCGOpsCoordTemplate**

r7 - 2020-01-10 - 14:50  MaartenLitmaath

DRAFT WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, month day, year Highlights Agenda Attendance local: remote: apologies: Operations News Special...
DCacheUpgrade
r14 - 2020-01-09 - 18:02 JuliaAndreeva

dCache upgrade task force Introduction The third party copy sub group of the DOMA working group is
dedicated to improving bulk transfers between WLCG sites. All WLCG...

WLCGFederatedOperationsSecurityWG
r3 - 2020-01-09 - 15:42 RomainWartel

Problem statement Operation of services in all cases, whether locally or centrally deployed and operated,
carries security risks for resource providers at WLCG sites...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200106
r17 - 2020-01-06 - 16:10 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200106 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote
participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191216
r19 - 2019-12-17 - 00:47 MaartenLitmaath

Week of 191216 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote
participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMinutes191212
r15 - 2019-12-16 - 13:58 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Minutes, Dec 12, 2019 Highlights ETF update update framework update
Monitoring and HTTP Proxy Discovery TFs have...

T1StorageVersionsTable
r17 - 2019-12-16 - 10:53 SamuelAmbrojPerezExternal

Upgrade of T1 storage instances for TPC For now, these version requirements mainly concern services for
ATLAS , CMS and LHCb . When needed, ALICE operations will...

WebHome
r91 - 2019-12-13 - 17:06 RomainWartel

LCG Web Home External accounts How to get write access to WLCG TWiki pages WLCG Grid Deployment
Board (GDB) documents WLCG Grid Deployment Board documents...

StorageSpaceAccounting
r12 - 2019-12-13 - 16:52 AleDiGGi

Storage Space Accounting introduction The goal of the WLCG Storage Space accounting project is to enable
the high level overview of the total and available space provided...

NetworkTransferMetrics
r165 - 2019-12-12 - 16:15 MarianBabik

WLCG Network Throughput WG Mandate Ensure sites and experiments can better understand and fix
networking issues Objectives Oversight of the perfSONAR network...

WLCGT0T1GridServices
r383 - 2019-12-11 - 19:02 ValeryMitsyn

Tier 0 and Tier 1 Grid services Storage deployment Site Status Recent changes Planned changes CERN
CASTOR: v2.1.16 / SRM 2.1.16 /...

EnablingNewVOATCern
r24 - 2019-12-11 - 12:43 JaroslavaSchovancova

WARNING!!! As of November 2019 this TWiki page is outdated (at least in parts). A KB how to bring a new
VO to CERN Batch service is in KB0006428....

Summary of December 2019 GDB, December 11th, 2019 DRAFT Agenda For all slides etc. see: Agenda
Introduction Speaker: Ian Collier (Science and Technology Facilities...

WLCGGDBDocs
r95 - 2019-12-11 - 10:33  DavidCrooks

WLCG Grid Deployment Board documents This page provides Deployment Board meeting notes (since April 2012) and other supporting documents. WLCG Grid Deployment Board...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200224
NEW - 2019-12-10 - 23:33  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200224 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200217
NEW - 2019-12-10 - 23:33  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200217 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200210
NEW - 2019-12-10 - 23:33  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200210 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsCoordination
r233 - 2019-12-10 - 23:07  MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Coordination Meetings and Minutes Please, refer to the Operations Portal for more details on WLCG Operations Coordination WLCGOpsCoordTemplate...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek200203
NEW - 2019-12-10 - 23:33  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 200203 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsCoordActionList
r3  - 2019-12-07 - 19:07  MaartenLitmaath

Summary of November 2019 GDB, November 20th, 2019 DRAFT Agenda For all slides etc. see: Agenda
Introduction Speaker: Ian Collier (Science and Technology Facilities...

WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191209
r21 - 2019-12-09 - 17:44  MaartenLitmaath

Week of 191209 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

WLCGOpsCoordActionList
r3  - 2019-12-07 - 19:07  MaartenLitmaath

Creation date Description Responsible Status Comments Specific actions for experiments Creation date Description Affected VO Affected...
Week of 191202 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**WLCGOpsMeetingWeek191125**

r24 - 2019-11-25 - 17:37 MiroslavPotocky

Week of 191125 WLCG Operations Call details At CERN the meeting room is 513 R 068. For remote participation we use the Vidyo system. Instructions can be...

**LCGAASoftware**

r12 - 2019-11-22 - 20:46 MaartenLitmaath

LCG Application Area Software Area Old documentation: LCG AA Projects Framework (CORAL, COOL, POOL) RELAX LCG MCDB HepML...

**LCGServiceChallenges**

r159 - 2019-11-22 - 20:37 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Service Coordination Operations Portal WLCG Operations Twiki (directory) WLCG services and GDPR Service Challenges Archive

**WebHomeArchive**

r2 - 2019-11-22 - 19:19 MaartenLitmaath

LCG Web Home Archive This page provides links to old documentation, typically not maintained. WLCG Data Steering Group WLCG Data Steering Group Organization...

**WLCGWorkloadRecommendations**

r5 - 2019-11-22 - 18:39 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Workload Recommendations Scope of recommendations These recommendations are intended as a guide for new sites or sites looking to make changes to their workload...

**WLCGOperationsWeb**

r55 - 2019-11-22 - 18:29 MaartenLitmaath

WLCG Operations Twiki WLCG Operations Portal Operations Portal (high level entry point) Task Forces and Working Groups Forces Groups Downtimes...

**RecalculationPolicyForSAM**

r2 - 2019-11-22 - 18:24 MaartenLitmaath

The recalculation policy for SAM A/R reports was discussed and agreed in the Ops Coordination meeting of April 12th, 2018. SAM recalculation policy The spuriously...
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